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change the color of the icons. Former members of the
Pope's Staff harassed Jewish cemetery in Jerusalem A

group of former priests and members of the clergy
from the Vatican have entered the Jewish section of
Jerusalem's Old City while filming a documentary in

order to harass the Jewish community. The
documentary, titled "Pope's Soldiers of Israel", was

featured in a new Hebrew language television series
called "Cursed" airing on the network Yadlin, showing
the inside of the Holy City. The videos were filmed by
14 men dressed in black shirt and trousers, including
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seven priests, two of whom are still under papal
service. According to the media reports, the priests
and members of the clergy – Raimond Gramatica,

Enzo Gotti, Pietro Benvenuti, Barnaba Ponziani, Pietro
Cosimano, Francesco Morrone and Emanuela Forli –
enter in the Jewish section of Jerusalem's Old City.

The film also shows the former Vatican Ambassador
to Israel, who was appointed by Cardinal Christoph

Schönborn, as well as Daniel Pinchas who was
appointed a member of the Vatican's delegation to
the Holy Land by Pope Benedict XVI in 2012. The
series shows that the priests and member of the

clergy visit the site every day and the episodes also
show them cleaning the street, walking in the Jewish
Quarter, and talking to local residents. Members of

the Israeli Police have been monitoring all the priests
and members of the clergy, but the policemen cannot

stop them as they have obtained a permit from the
Chief Rabbinate. Israeli media reports that while
filming the episodes the priests and clergymen

announced that the filming location would be closed
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to the public due to the Muslim calls for prayer.
However, they can enter to film throughout the day,
including during Ramadan and the Jewish holidays.

Last year the same set of priests and members of the
clergy visited the cemetery, and violated the Arab
cemetery in Duma where they shot unauthorized

videos and pictures. 0cc13bf012
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represent 100% in CSS? Let's say I have a 100x100
px image: I want to set it as the background of an
image tag but I want to set the background-size to
100% since I want the image to stretch to the full

width and height of the browser. So I do img{
background-size: 100% 100%; } Will this make the
image look bad? Will it look like it's blurred if the

image is not centered in its parent? P.S. Yes, I know
we can set background-position and background-
origin. But I want to know if we can use something
like background-size or background-repeat. A: The

answer is no. When you set background-size to 100%
100%, you also need to set height and width to 100%
in order to make it appear 100% on its parent. So the
only option left is background-position, background-

repeat and background-origin. As for the blur - if
you'd add background-blend-mode: blend;, your

image would still be 100% in the background, just
gray at the border. But I'm quite sure this won't look
bad (I think it's even a bit pretty). Background-blend-
mode property allows you to change the color at the
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edges of the element. It is supported in Blink. Source:
MDN The following snippet explains how background-

blend-mode works: #container { width: 100%;
height: 100%; background: url( blue; } .blend-over {

background-blend-mode: multiply; } .blend-
over:before,.bl
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